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Preamble
Do you ever wonder why your job still involves working on a computer with a mouse and keyboard? Why
you still have to travel to important meetings or even to your office? Why you still use transactions in the
ERP to do your job along with printing out hard copy analog forms for internal processes? Is your work
world seemingly stuck in the Stone Age compared to your private user experience of smartphones and
laptops, an endless supply of apps and the potential of immersive virtual reality?
Nowadays it’s common sense that the change called digital transformation spans all areas of life. Still the
question is how digital are companies really: Do they see a need to transform? What are they doing to
foster their own digital transformation? Are they leveraging their full data potential to stay ahead of the
competition? Are they preparing Enterprise Information Management (EIM) for the future of a digital datadriven world?
Those questions are quite interesting as some companies seem to surf on the digital transformation wave,
easily juggling their data to create innovative value propositions, while others are struggling to just keep
their heads above the flood of data, new technologies and changing customer behavior.
In a fast-moving digital world, data is getting more and more attention and so is Enterprise Information
Management. In this study we assess the impact of digital transformation on companies and the role of
Enterprise Information Management in this context. With a focus on data management, we evaluate future
scenarios and show how companies can leverage technology and data to overcome the challenges of
digital transformation.
We surveyed company executives, managers and experts in a variety of industries to ascertain the extent
of their companies’ digital transformation, how they are (or are not) exploiting the tidal wave of data to
improve their businesses and how their EIM practice is adapting to the new digital reality.

Dr. Josef Packowski
Managing Partner
CAMELOT Management Consultants AG

Henrik Baumeier
Partner
CAMELOT Management Consultants AG
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FLOOD OF INFORMATION CALLING FOR EIM
In today’s quickly evolving world, information is key to a company’s success in achieving its goals such as revenue growth, saving money and
creating new, innovative business models. The pressure to overcome the challenges of digital transformation and to leverage an ever-increasing
amount of digital and analog information is both inside and surrounding the enterprise.
Companies are pulling information from a widening pool of sources and using the data for a growing list of product and business process
objectives. What’s needed is an integrated, cross-unit approach with clear goals. Enterprise Information Management (EIM) fits the bill.
It is a practice to plan, realize and control all activities of a company around business-relevant information. The EIM approach is composed of
two main dimensions, data management and analytics, and four supporting dimensions as described below.

EIM best practice typically includes the following:

Data management
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improves business processes, reporting and
decision-making by ensuring full reliability of a
company’s data
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Analytics
use of big data-related skills to gain insights
into enterprise information
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Transformation

Enterprise architecture
ensuring seamless flow of information
through processes, data and technology
architecture
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setting up EIM-related organizations
with relevant roles and responsibilities
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Risk and compliance
safeguarding data security, privacy and
maintaining legal compliance

CHALLENGES THAT COMPANIES MUST MEET
Although digital transformation offers great business opportunities, success is not for granted. In order to benefit from
digital transformation, companies need to overcome critical challenges:

Complexity

Improving
digital processes

Digital transformation has
created new technologies,
business cases and trends.
Some companies don’t
know where to begin.

Companies are still focusing on digitalization to be
competitive and aren’t
ready for the next step:
digital transformation.
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New players

Risk averse

New business models
emerge that challenge traditional markets or create
their own.

Most companies see the
need to transform their
business, but are afraid of
making mistakes.

Unsupportive
cultures
Digital transformation
needs a culture that encourages agile processes,
innovation, sharing of
information and trial
and error. However, that
culture is lacking in many
companies.

EIM IN THE CONTEXT OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Our study assessed the impact of digital transformation on EIM. Before Furthermore, the public presence has increased: a few years ago,
we address the study, let’s look at digitalization and digital transforma- an individual had to expend a lot of effort to become recognized in
a society, for example via the newspaper. Today an individual must
tion.
expend a lot of effort to stay unknown via the internet.
Digital transformation can be described as an omnipresent fundamenThe omnipresence and the magnitude of the change that has permetal change in the way we live, driven by new digital technologies like
ated society is also why all industries, companies and functional areas
the internet, mobile solutions, in-memory computing, 3D printing,
artificial intelligence, virtual reality and blockchain. These technologies are impacted by digital transformation. It is not just about how to be
competitive, it’s about establishing value propositions to secure cusdramatically increase our IT capabilities, push the amount, speed and
tomers for the long term. However, many companies are just starting
variety of digital information and enable new ways of applying infortheir digital transformation journey because they are still challenged by
mation. As a result, new business models emerge that serve needs in
and focused on digitalization which simply means moving from analog
all areas of life and accelerate business as well as social trends:
to digital operations. Digitalization is an important enabler for digital
transformation, but it’s the latter’s market disruptiveness that either
• ever-increasing power of sharing communities
invigorates or shakes enterprises.
• tendency to be overwhelmed by the flood of unfiltered and
unverified information
As digital transformation and digitalization are connected to technical
• wide-spread use of text messaging / blog style communication
• new inconsistencies like people that are willing to maintain a digital capabilities, both can more easily be explained by looking at how the
technologies evolved over time.
image and to provide very personal data, but are concerned about
privacy too
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While digitalization has a 100-year-old history, it’s only in the last 25 years that
we have experienced a fundamental change in the way we live and a massive
increase of data, driven by new digital technologies. In this context, EIM is the
answer to data-related challenges of companies.
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STUDY BACKGROUND AND
PARTICIPANTS
We strived to investigate the interplay of EIM with digital transformation and the impact in a variety of
industries around the world. To do that we asked 22 questions in an online survey to ascertain the level of
awareness and readiness in companies for digitally transforming their operations.
The 58 survey respondents came from 37 companies and represented 11 industries. Executives, managers
and experts from life sciences / health care and mechanical engineering comprised the bulk of the respondents at 25% and 24%, respectively. The other 51% was composed of executives in the chemical industry at
20%, consumer goods at 12%, and a variety of other industries at 19%.

DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS BY
INDUSTRY

12%
25%
19%

20%

24%

Life Sciences / Health Care
Mechanical Engineering
Chemicals
Consumer Goods
Other

The study sought to judge the immediate potential of Enterprise
Information Management and the long-term prospects in a datadriven world fundamentally changed by digital transformation.
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TOP 10 STUDY INSIGHTS
The main results of the study can be summarized in the following 10 statements.

1
Nearly all participants agree it’s urgent and important to tackle the challenges of digital transformation in a data-driven age.

90%

Although they expect rough spots in the road to digitally transforming their businesses, nearly 90% of respondents rated the
importance of digital transformation as very high to high for their
future success. Only about 10% saw little or no need to pursue it.

2
Biggest impact on business:
changes in collaboration, customer integration and business models.
New ways of collaboration with
partner / supplier ...

60%
53%

New ways of customer integration
47%

New business models

Overall the biggest impact of digital transformation is in communicating and exchanging data with
customers, partners and suppliers. When asked to predict their top three areas of impact, 60% of
respondents pointed to new ways of collaborating with partners and suppliers. A close second, 53%,
expect to see new ways of integrating with their customers.

3
Digitalization has not come of age in most companies.

66%

Digitalization, which is a key enabler for digital transformation,
is overall somewhat immature in most companies. The majority,
65.8%, ranked themselves with medium to low or very low
digitalization. This means that companies will need to address
two big topics in parallel: improving digitalization while tackling the
challenges of digital transformation to fully exploit the potential
of enterprise information.

4
Data are collected, but not leveraged to generate business value.

70%

In addition to the mostly immature digitalization of companies,
the data created is still untapped as a resource for business innovations in most companies. More than 70% of respondents estimated
that over 50% of their organization’s data is not being leveraged to
generate business value.
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5
Most said medium or even high risk is worth it to keep pace with
digital transformation.
72.5% of the respondents state that their companies are following a pioneer or early follower strategy accepting medium to high risks to lead the way
with new business cases and technologies. Keeping
the industries of most of the respondents in mind
this result is quite surprising as those industries are
typically perceived as risk averse. Furthermore, it’s
questionable if this cultural change has already fully
spread within the companies already.

10%
30%

17.5%

42.5%
Pioneer strategy
Early follower strategy
Late follower strategy
No strategy

6
Digital transformation? Yes! But some companies still seem to miss one or
more key strategical components.

89%

The results support that digital transformation is not just another
IT topic. Most companies define key strategical components on
corporate and / or divisional level. While most companies agree
that digital transformation is the future (88.9%), some are still
missing one or more of the key strategical components, especially
clear value statements.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY SEEN AS VITAL LINK FOR FUTURE

HOT
TOPI
C

Digital currencies like Bitcoin brought the term “blockchain” into our consciousness. But what is blockchain and how
can it benefit your organization? The short definition: A blockchain is a distributed database that saves information
in blocks after the correctness of the information was confirmed by the majority of the blockchain participants. Once
saved the blocks can’t be changed anymore, only new blocks can be added to the chain. In combination with strong
encryption the peer-to-peer networks ensure high reliability of information.

Whenever critical information is shared within a network, companies can leverage the benefits of the
blockchain technologies:
• Trust and security – Each participant of the peer-to-peer blockchain network holds a local copy of the full encrypted
blockchain. In order to manipulate the blockchain one would need to hack the majority of participants instead of
just one server.
• Control over data – Blockchain participants are able to share access keys to allow others to decrypt some of their
information for a period of time e.g. patients could share a temporary access key with their doctors to allow
temporary decryption of their personal health data.
• Elimination of middleman – Not needing a trusted intermediary, no need for outside verification or having to
operate a centralized infrastructure means saving time and money.
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7
Greatest impacts seen for existing products; few look ahead already
offering smart products.
72%

Enhancement of current products
New products that are akin to
current product lines

63%
39%

New product lines
No impact

5%

Digital transformation will enhance current product lines and new products that are
akin to current lines. Again, keeping the respondents’ industries in mind this result is
not surprising as most of them will likely build digital solutions around their physical
products. However, there is a risk that the potential of totally new digital products is
underestimated which provides new players the chance to access (and disrupt) the
classical markets.

8
Who drives initiatives? Most say both IT and business sides.

68%

Although digital transformation is strongly related to new technologies, only 10% of companies start their digital transformation just
from the technology side. More than two-thirds say they tap both
IT and business areas for ways to develop business solutions and
digitally transform their companies. Our experience from digital
transformation projects has shown that it makes sense to transform from both directions as there is no superior way.

9
Most companies use customer-centric and /or agile methods
in digital transformation.
Scrum
Design thinking
Others

50%
20%
30%

The majority of companies (62%) use customer / user-centric and / or agile methods
when they develop and implement new solutions. The top method was Scrum at 50%
followed by design thinking at 20%. Given the innovative nature of digital transformation this makes sense. However, we experience that effectively using those methods
is still challenging for mature companies, e.g. manufacturing is known to design, test
and implement until products are released. This contrasts with agile methods that try
to provide an attainable solution in a short time. Furthermore, most implementation
projects work with business representatives and subject matter experts instead of
involving a broader community of end users directly as they are typically not available
/ nominated at early stages.
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10
Companies strive to govern relevant data with MDM, EIM and / or digital
transformation teams.

60%

However, this statement is based on the assumption that all data
relevant for digital transformation can be clearly identified. It can
be quite easy to identify master data, but how about semi-structured or even unstructured data? Even some of the relevant data
might not be owned by the company, so how can it be managed?
Even though the trend is clear towards governance of the relevant
data, companies are still struggling to get a holistic overview of the
existing data and to conduct an assessment as a first step towards
data governance.

INTRODUCING TWO CENTRAL ROLES FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT THAT SHARE THE SAME ACRONYM: CDO

HOT
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The speed, magnitude and scope of the digital transformation that the business world has been undergoing has
created the need for two new C-level roles: chief digital officer and chief data officer.
The job of a chief digital officer is to orchestrate the organization’s digital transformation. Responsibilities include a
vision and strategy for digital transformation, driving adoption of digital technologies and promoting ideation and
scouting innovation. By 2020, about 80%* of companies are expected to have chief digital officers. The chief data
officer defines the organization’s information and analytics strategy and ensures compliance, quality, security, privacy
and governance of its data. Most companies (90%)* are expected to have a chief data officer in the next three years.
(*Source: Gartner, Internet)

While they have distinctly different roles, they do intersect whenever information management can fuel the digital
transformation. They jointly serve a common purpose of deriving innovation and business value from new technologies.
In the idea-to-outcome process, the chief digital officer is significantly involved as a trigger of the ideation process, and
the chief data officer is involved in the delivery of innovation into a product. By collaborating, they drive the data-driven
digital transformation of their organization.

EVOLUTION OF BOTH ROLES FROM EARLY 2000’S TO 2020

LEADING THE ORGANIZATIONAL
TRANSFORMATION TO DIGITAL
2020
Approx. 80% of large companies will
have a digital executive

2020
Approx. 90% of large companies will
have a chief data officer

Today
Innovation scouting becomes C-level
priority as it impacts companies’
business models

Today
Data and algorithms become C-level
priority as they represent core assets to
ensure competitiveness

Early 2000’
Roots of chief digital officer are in
eBusiness and web-based marketing
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TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR ENTERPRISE
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Chief Digital
Officer

vs.

Chief Data
Officer

Early 2000’
Roots of chief data officer are in
business process excellence and data
management

LOOKING AHEAD: WHAT COULD THE FUTURE
OF DATA MANAGEMENT LOOK LIKE?
The study statements underline the big potential as well as the importance of digital transformation for EIM. Furthermore, they highlight the urgency to tackle the challenges. But what does it mean for
data management, one of the key EIM practices, and its future?
Digital transformation is speeding up the pace of change in society
and business. We communicate in chat style inside and outside
the office. We connect with one another on a world-wide scale. As
consumers, we expect more from suppliers of goods and services.
As business application users, we measure our user experience
satisfaction by comparing it with private products such as tablets.

Cybersecurity is growing in importance along with fears of hacking
and fake news.
And finally, the tech toolbox keeps growing from day to day. Nobody
can predict what the future of data management will look like, nor
can we. Nevertheless, with all the transformation being omnipresent,
it’s time to think about future scenarios that might become reality
sooner than expected. Based on discussions and workshops with data
management practitioners, we identified several future scenarios and
asked the survey participants to rate their probability.

Cloud-based sharing across the value chain

One size does not fit all

When it comes to data sharing, almost two-thirds of respondents (65%)
believe that it will be a big part of future data management practice. The
intention is that data records will only be created once and then shared with
all relevant supply chain participants to create a global optimum within the
supply chain instead of focusing on the individual data optima.

Based on customer demand, there will be a dramatic increase in configurable
and flexible data to serve the needs of very small lot sizes, say 62% of respondents.

Boosted standards

The sky is the limit

Sharing data, new ways of collaboration and the trend of autonomous system
communication / integration across and within company boundaries will dramatically boost data standards, 67% of respondents agree. Slightly more than
30% are neutral or disagree.

Cloud computing and in-memory computing will create new possibilities,
lifting data management to the next level, more than half (52%) agree.

Growth in data objects

Reciprocal relationship

Data objects are expected to grow in response to the need to capture
information for automatization, self-control and customer insights from
data analytics, 71% of respondents agree or strongly agree.

There is a strong consensus that data management and digital transformation
will have a reciprocal relationship. Nearly 90% agree or strongly agree that data
will enable the transformation, while digital transformation will promote best
practice in data management.

Scope extension

Graphical maintenance

Nearly 80% of respondents say cross integration of classical data domains (e.g.
materials, customers and suppliers) and expansion in the scope of governed
objects (BOM, routing, others) will be bolstered. The goal will be to maintain or
manage various objects simultaneously instead of making individual changes
to the objects.

Applications will consist of scenario-based data maintenance with a graphical
user interface, 67% agree or strongly agree. Data maintenance will not be field
level anymore as smart algorithms (e.g. realized with artificial intelligence
technology) will derive values and smart sensors will maintain master record
attributes.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) IN MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
Amazon, Google and Facebook, among others, see great potential with AI for their current internet-based businesses as well
as for starting new business endeavors, so do we for MDM as well. In general, artificial intelligence is an approach that tries
to invent technologies to solve very complex tasks that (at the moment) can only be solved by human beings.
Due to the quite complex nature of the human being, AI is typically divided into several skill disciplines such as robotics, planning, problem solving, language processing and machine learning. If scientists could put all skills together into one general
artificial intelligence machine, it would be able to perfectly mimic human behavior. One popular AI skill discipline is machine
learning. These solutions are typically implemented using mathematical models that are inspired by the way the human
brain processes signals via nerve cells. The solution is very flexible as there are various types of networks, different levels of
depth, different ways of behavior etc. It allows the setting up and combining of those neural networks in a way that they can
solve simple classification tasks or very complex ones like winning a computer game versus a human player. The trick is that
– in contrast to classical programming – the neural network will figure out how to solve the task on its own when sufficient
sample data and training is provided. With the right environment and computing power, the network will be able to learn
and perform tasks as well as – or even better than – humans could.

With AI as part of master data management processes could mean that soon …
• AI will help to identify duplicate records and assure data quality, both common master data issues.
• AI could serve as a personal concierge that helps and guides end users in all data maintenance questions. This means that
end user training will no longer be required and data is maintained correctly right away.
• AI enables new kinds of master data applications that work via a graphical user interface where touchscreen, motion
detection and voice recognition replace mouse and keyboard.

HOW WE EXPECT AI TO CHANGE MDM OVER TIME

1st STAGE
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2nd STAGE

3rd STAGE

PROCESSES

Single master data maintenance processes steps
supported and triggered
by AI

Parts of the master data
maintenance processes
replaced by AI

No maintenance process
required anymore, AI
covers all activities at
once autonomously

ORGANIZATION
& GOVERNANCE

Governance team defines
standards and guidelines
for AI in the context of
MDM

AI recommends standards
for governance team

AI covers and develops
all standards autonomously

DATA & DATA
QUALITY

Data quality, process
validations and reporting
supported by AI

Data quality ensured by
AI watch guard

No need for classical
DQM as data quality is
assured proactively at
anytime by AI

IT

Existing MDM / MDG
DQM and workflow architecture is enhanced by
additional AI services

New applications for
MDM and DQM based
on AI

No classical MDM
applications anymore,
only MDM AI services

STRONG HOLISTIC
EIM IN DEMAND
The overall results of the study clearly show the
importance of digital transformation for a company’s success and the need to tackle the related
challenges. In this endeavor, most of the surveyed
companies are willing to take risks greater than one
would expect from the participating industries in
order to exploit the tidal wave of data and improve
their businesses. Moreover, the study also highlights the huge potential that data provides for all
areas of business.

Data is key to spurring business value

However, most of the companies surveyed are not
surfing on the digital transformation wave yet and
far from being digital companies with high digital
operational excellence, judging their own levels of
digitalization as low or medium. In addition, even
their available data is not yet being fully tapped
as more than 70% of respondents estimated that
over 50% of their organization’s data is not being
leveraged to generate business value.

Huge potential untouched

The results clearly call for a stronger focus on
Enterprise Information Management as it will help
to improve the digital footprint and to leverage
information. Neglecting the potential of your
analog and digital information leaves huge potential
untouched.
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IMPLEMENTING AND GETTING
EIM UP TO SPEED
DA
T

Besides the question how to implement EIM within an organization,
even for existing EIM departments the question is how to prepare for
the future by making the right investments and decisions now.
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In order to be successful in the endeavor of implementing or revamping EIM, our experience shows that a strategical and holistic approach
is required. This is where CAMELOT steps in. We show you ways to
implement / revamp your EIM practice, to build up key EIM capabilities in all main EIM dimensions and to improve your digital footprint
– all under consideration of your company’s individual information
management maturity.
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APPROACH TO ASSESS AND REALIZE ENTERPRISE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT –
LEVERAGING THE POWER OF YOUR DATA

EIM Strategy Assessment

Rapidly assess EIM gaps as well as missing capabilities. Overview of existing data-related initiatives. Define roadmap and mobilize organization. In parallel, first use case implementation that
provides hands-on experience and serves as ambassador.

EIM Framework Design

Customize the CAMELOT EIM framework and tailor EIM standard capabilities to the individual
needs. Design in all EIM blocks covering all functional and organizational aspects relevant for
your EIM endeavor.

Implementation and
Transformation

Design detailing and implementation of the EIM framework in the organization following an
agile project management approach. Align data-related initiatives and implement EIM as SPOC.
Change Management and improvement of overall EIM awareness.

Your Benefits

ALIGN DATA
INITIATIVES
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GAIN
TRANSPARENCY

LEVERAGE DATA
FOR VALUE

MEET CUSTOMER
NEEDS

FIRST STEP TOWARDS HOLISTIC EIM –
CAMELOT EIM STRATEGY ASSESSMENT
The CAMELOT EIM strategy assessment combines the benefits of two approaches: classical strategy assessment & rapid prototyping. It’s a comprehensive assessment to identify gaps and missing key EIM capabilities and to draw a way forward.
Furthermore, lean and rapid use cases will be elaborated to create first hands-on experience and to serve
as internal ambassador for further EIM initiatives. This is crucial for the overall EIM journey as increased
awareness will foster the change of mindset towards data and provides a chance to convince the organization to further buy in.

Set-up

Project start-up
phase

Prepare & Learn

Assess & Design

Analysis of the current EIM
environment and gathering of specific process and
information-related EIM
requirements

Definition of an EIM framework taking best practices
and innovations for information management into
account

Plan & Mobilize

Set-up of the EIM roadmap
including the use cases along
with the implementation of
quick wins

Use Case

FROM IDEATION THROUGH EVALUATION AND DESIGN
TO IMPLEMENTATION OF QUICK WINS

Ideate & Innovate

Compose & Construct

Discover & Drive

Jump-start: from idea to proof of concept
The first phase “Ideate & Innovate” enables faster identification of feasible use cases based on design
thinking methods. Phase two “Compose & Construct” focuses on a fast pilot showcase creation with
limited investment. Finally, in phase three “Discover & Drive” the users test and assess the prototype.
Furthermore, concept validation, definition of a detailed business case as well as the definition of a
roadmap and implementation strategy are the final results of the last phase.

CAMELOT Management Consultants
CAMELOT Management Consultants is the globally leading consulting specialist for value
chain management in the process, consumer packaged goods and industrial manufacturing industries. The company is part of the CAMELOT Group with 1,700 employees
and headquarters in Mannheim, Germany. The integrated consulting approach and the
close collaboration with renowned technology specialists guarantee project success
along all consulting phases: from decision-making to the organizational and technical
implementation.
With more than 20 years experience in Enterprise Information Management we help
companies make the best use of data along their entire value chain. Our service offerings are part of the CAMELOT Digital Transformation framework that covers transformation end-to-end. We provide the necessary business and IT know-how to design and
implement appropriate transformation solutions that meet your goals.
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